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AN ANALYSIS OF PARACHUTE HEATING IN MANNED
• SPACECRAFT LAUNCH ABORT SITUATIONS
By Noel C. Willis, Jr. and
• Edward T. Chimenti
SUMMABY
To insure safety of a spacecraft flight crew while the launch vehi-
cle is either on the pad or in powered flight, launch escape systems have
• /
been developed to rapidly accelerate the spacecraft a_ay from a malfunc-
tioning booster, and subsequently lower it to earth by parachute. In the
unlikely event that a malfunction occurred which indicated the possibil-
ity of a booster explosion, the abort scquence would be initiated. If,
in fact, the booster did explode, one possible source of danger to the
flight crew would be the weakening or melting of the launch escape system
parachutes by the radiant heat from the fireball.
¢
In this study, approximate techniques have been developed to deter-
_ mine the effect of a fireball on the temperature history of launch escape
system parachutes for various abort conditions. Both drogue and main
*_ parachutes have been considered.
Results have been obtained for several Apollo abort conditions in the
presence of Saturn V explosions. A semiempirical relation for radiative
heating due to the fireball is assumed as the heat input function. Theseresults indicate no parachute failures due to heating for nominal abort
conditions, based on the maximum allowable main parachute-temperature cri-
teria of h00° F for a three-parachute descent.
For pad abort trajectories with initial pitch and pitch rates corre-
• sponding to the uprange limits of the proposed Apollo emergency destruct
system, the main parachutes could fail for certain explosion times. These
failures could be prevented by a forced detonation of the booster soon
after abort such that the heat pulse would be spent prior to parachute
- deployment. The initial conditions which would cause this failure do not
correspond to a defined Saturn V failure on the pad but are included to
illustrate possible problems for off-nominal cases.
m
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INTRODUCTION
In the event an emergency condition exists during a manned space-
flight mission when the launch vehicle is either on the launch pad or in _
powered flight, the launch escape system rockets will lift the spacecraft
away from the potentially hazardous booster. The spacecraft would then •
be lowered to earth by its parachutes. In order to properly assess the
overall safety of this abort mode, one must consider the remote possibil-
ity of a launch vehicle explosion and the effect of the radiant heat from
the resulting fireball on the structural integrity of the parachutes.
The purpose of the study is to develop a method for analyzing the cooling
processes taking place during the descent of a parachute so that its tem-
perature history may be calculated.
The thermal analysis accounts for cooling mechanisms due to flow
through the parachute material, flow along the surface and surface radi-
ation. Different approximations for these cooling terms are developed
for the different configurations of the parachute including reefed in-
flation, opening, and full inflation.
To illustrate application of the analysis to a specific problem,
temperature histories of the parachutes have been calculated for several
Apollo abort trajectories in the presence of a Saturn V explosion. Heat-
ing rates and time dependence used to represent a Saturn V explosion were
estimated semiempirically from observations of other booster explosions.
SYMBOLS
A area of drogue chute openingc
A area of drogue chute slotss
C rate of heat removal due to cooling processes
c nylon specific heat
P
h heat transfer coefficient
h heat transfer coefficient due to flow through the parachute
n material
ht heat transfer coefficient due to tangential flow
.. ", ,
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K experimental constant (see eq. (8))
k thermal conductivity of nylon
1 characteristic length
m experimental constant (see eq, (8))
N Nusselt number
u
.[._ P Prandtl number
... r
_. Q incident heating rate on parachute due to booster explosion
:: R Reynolds number
_ T temperature of ambient air
;_ Td drogue parachute temperature
i parachute temperature
T main
P
_:o Tsa radiation source temperature of the atmosphere
Tsg radiation source temperature of the ground
t time after chute deployment
V parachute descent velocityE flow velocity o external parachute surface
VI flow velocity on internal parachute surface
_ absorptivity of parachute nylon, 0.229
: - ¢ emissivity of parachute nylon, 0.73
p mass density of nylon
_ pT mass per unit area of nylon, i.i oz/yd 2
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o Stefan-Boltzman constant, 0.h8 x 10-12 Btu
' ft4/sec/OF
pay achute thickness
MAIN PARACPPJTE DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS
Parachute Configuration •
In order to determine the temperature history of a parachute, one
must consider the air flow patterns around and through the parachute ma-
terial for its various configurations during opening and steady-state
descent. The deployment sequence for the Apollo parachutes described be-
low is typical for parachutes used for spacecraft soft landing. The se-
quence is illustrated in figure 1.
The spacecraft descent is stabilized by drogue parachutes (see
fig. l(a)). The drogues are released and pilot parachutes are deployed
to extract the main parachutes (fig. l(b)). The time of deployment of
the pilot parac_ates is to be called the beginning of main chute deploy-
ment. Approximately 2 seconds after the pilot chutes are deployed, the
main parachutes have been pulled out Of the spacecraft to the limit of
their shroud lines (fig. l(c)). This event is called line stretch and is
the first time the main parachutes are exposed to possible heating. Less
than 1 s .cond after llne stretch, the main parachutes are inflated in a
reefed condition (fig. l(d)). The reefing lines are cut and the full
opening process begins about 8 seconds after line stretch. The para-
chutes are fully inflated and a constant velocity descent begins 2 or
B seconds later (fig. l(e)).
For the purpose of heating analysis of the Apollo parachutes, the
descent has been divided into three stages: (a) from llne stretch to
disreefing or reefed inflation (2 _ tc < l0 sec), (b) the opening period
from disreefing to beginning of steady-state descent (i0 _ tc _ 12.5 sec),
h _ 12.5 sec). Since the flow patternsand (c) stea_y-stated descent c
#
for these stages are different, a cooling term must be determined for
each. A similar breakdown of the descent stages could be made for other
parachutes. °
The Arollo main parachutes are of the ringsail type. Figure 2 il-
lustrates the details of the individual panel construction. The load on
the panel is supported by the parachute sail material (l.l-oz/yd 2 nylon)
and the parachute tape me_erial.
J
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IThe load-carrying capability of each material is dependent upon its
temperature. Because of the different d_nslties and porosities of these
two materials, their temperature hlstori_s will differ, and they will be
analyzed separately,
. Heating Analysis
The temperature history of the parachutes is determined by consid-
o ering the heat-balance equation for the material. The rate of increase
of the heat stored in the material is equated to the difference between
the rate of heac absorption and the rate of heat removal. The resulting
relation is solved for temperature as a function of time for a given tra-
Jectory and time of booster explosion.
' The general equat_or g:_wrn;ng the parachute temperature _T) as a
function of time _.) is
dT
' Cpp_ p=dt aQ - C (I)C
?
_ where p is th_ material density, c its sp_c fic heat, and T its
V thickness. The term mQ is the incid=n_ r: _tlve heating rate from the
,. booster explosio,, m1_tiplied by the materia_ ubsorptivity and C is the
cooling rate for the particular parachut? _'_,_iguration.
The central obJect_e of thi_ an:_'._i_ is to develop a suitable ap-
_ proximation for this cooling rate. The -ooling C must be estimated in
_ all three stages of descent for both the parachute sail material and the
_ tape. Because the cooling process d_ing opening depends on the transi-
_ tion from full reefed inflation to steady-state descent, the cooling
terms for these two stages will be discussed first.
• (t = 2 sec to tc = !0 sec)Stage From Line Stretch to Disreefing c
Since full reefed inflation is achieved approximately 3 seconds af-
., ter deployment, the heating during this stage is analyzed based on the
_, configuration shown in figure 3. The cooling due to _n airflow past the
_ surface is predicted by using equations applicable to turbulent flow over
a flat plate. Calculation of the Reynolds number based on the air veloc-
ity at the parachute surface and the length of the individual sails indi-
cates turbulent flow does exist. The nylon is cooled by flow at the free
stream velocity over both the internal and external surfaces.
eJ
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The Reynolds number per foot at steady descent conditions (30 fps)
is approximately 200 000. Prio2 to stea0v descent the velocity, and
hence the Reynolds number, is considerably h[_her. Motion pictures of
the Apollo parachutes indicate a random _. -t_r of the individual sails,
even of steady descent. This motion ca_es an unsteady movement of the
air normal to the surface, thereby inducing %_rbulence or a motion equiv-
alent to turbulence in its effect on local heat transfer. Laminar flow
may possibly exist on the leading sail; however, it is reinforced and
will not he the critically loaded sail.
The configuration of the parachute mu_t be considered to determine
the proper length to be used in the flat plate equations. The width of
the rings in the fully inflated section is 3 feet. However, the ring-
slot section has not been inflated, and flow is effectively parallel to
both sides of the surface with "ery little flow through the slcts. Even
though the individual rings are only 3 feet across, it is a more realis-
tic (and conservative) approximation to treat this entire section as a
fl_t plate of 25.3 feet in length. Since it is of interest to determine
the maximum temperature (minimum cooling), the ht_t transfer coefficient
for this descent stage is equated to the local heat transfer coefficient
at a point 25.3 feet from the leading edge of a flat plate. The heat
transfer coefficient is calculated from the following relation based on
a i/7-power velocity distribution for turbulent flow
htlNu ----_-= 0.0292 R 0.8 r i/3 (2)
The heat transfer coefficient due to flow 2_allel to the material
will be referred to as the tangential heat transfer coefficient ht to
distinguish it from the heat transfer coefficient fo1"flow through the
material h . The latter is considered negligible in this case. _"ne
n
normal heat transfer coefficient will become significant in the fully in-
flated configuration when a pressure differe-tial exists across the nylon
sufficient to cause flow throug_h the material. Additional cooling from
radiation is also considered for both internal and external surfaces. The
radiative term is
Q
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where c and s are, respectively, the nylon emissivity and the Stefan-
Boltzman constant. The air source temperature for radiation is T
sa
and the ambient air temperature i_ T .a
Therefore, the total cooling term during this stage is
m
__ • C = ht(Tp -Ta)+ 2eO(Tp4 - Tsa4) (h)
During steady-state descent, an additional cooling effect is obtained
from airflow through the parachute sail material. This effect is ac-
counted for by the use of a second heat transfer coefficient h . This
n
_ normal coefficient has been correlated as a function of parachute temper-
ature based on unpublished experimental data obtained for the Gemini Fro-
gram (fig. 4). For a detailed discussion of the derivation of the"t
_ temperature dependence of h , see the appendix. The cooling
contribu-
n
.:: tion due to flow through the sail material is
/
m,
Radiative cooling is calculated for the inner surface using the
_ ground source temperature Tsg while the air source temperature Tsa
_'_ is used for the outer Surface. The resulting radiative cooling term is
-_ (6)
Eo - Tsa + eo - Tsg = ao - - Tsg
" During steady descent there is also cooling due to tangential flow
past both the internal and external parachute surfaces. When the para-
chute is fully inflated, the tangential cooling may be approximated by
i_ considering turbulent flow past a S-foot flat plate, the length of the
o individual sails. The internal and external velocity distributions
;_ (VI and VE) over the parachute have been extrapolated from pressure co-
% efficient data in reference I for similar parachute configurations. Ap-
_. propriate values of the internal and external velocities are substituted
o
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into equation (2) to determine an internal heat transfer coefficient
\/(htint'] and an external heat transfer coefficient (htext.).\ / The re-
sultant tangential heat transfer coefficient during steady state is
ht = ht. + .
_nt. htext.
Ccnsidering normal and tangential convective terms and the radiative
term, the cooling rate C for steady-state descent becomes
• C = t + hn Tp P -
The coefficients ht and h are of the same order of magnitude --ap-n
proximately 2 or 3 × i0-B- Btu/ft2/sec 2 for the sail material.
The equations for the cooling term C apply to the parachute sail
material and the tape. However, the tape is approximately five times
more dense, hence there is negligible coolir_g due to flow through the ma-
- terial and h = 0.
n
Opening Stage (tc =lO sec to tc =!2e5 see )
During the opening process, the flow patterns and hence the heat
transfer processes are very difficult to analyze. Therefore, further ap-
proximations have been made for the transition from reefed conditions to
those of steady-state descent. The change of four quantities must be ap-
proximated in order to calculate the cooling rate. They are internal and
external velocities parallel to the parachute surface, effective length
in the flat plate equation, and hn, the heat transfer coefficient due to
flow through the sall material• The external velocity is assumed to be
the descent velocity. The other quantities are assumed to vary linearly
with time from their values at disreefing to their values during steady-
state descent.
The radiative cooling during opening is the same as that for steady
descent. The expression for C remains the same as that for steady
state (eq. (7))_ however, the expressions for hn and h t are modified
as stated. Here again h = 0 when calculating tape temperature.
n
m
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Wn1±e the above discussion has emphasized the Apollo parachute con-
figuration and deployment sequence, the general approach for determining
the cooling rate should apply to other similar situations.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS --DROGUE PARACHUTES
The previous analysis may be applied to ringslot or ringsail para-
- • chutes constructed of a porous fabric. However, the Apollo drogue para-
c
_< chutes are fist-type parachutes and must be analyzed in a different
manner.
The Apollo drogue parachutes are illustrated in figures 5 and 6 in
_" the reefed and fully inflated configurations, respectively. Each gore of
_ the parachute is constructed of interlaced nonporous ribbons of nylon
_ tape in a square lattice arrangement. The detail of individual gore con-
struction is illustrated in figure 7. The drogue parachute is made of
_ 16 such gores. Air flows through the rectangular slots in the lattice
! pattern of the ribbons.
_ Heat transfer to this type of parachute was experimentally investi-
gated during the research reported in reference 2. The correlations de-
_ veloped therein are used in the current study to predict heat transfer to
i_% the Apollo drogue parachutes. Schoeck, Hood, and Eckert (ref. 2) found
_. that the heat transfer coefficients for the ribbons of fist-type para-c u es could be repr sented by an equation of the form
._. aV
_ where K and m are experimentally determined constants. The charac-
5 teristic length in both the Nusselt number and the Reynolds number is th_
ribbon width. The velocity used in the Reynolds number is the average
velocity between ribbons using incompressible continuity relations and
• assuming no contraction of the flow. Upstream and downstream Nusselt
numbers are determined in reference 2 so that the cooling term C asso-
ciated with the drogue parachutes becomes
The temperature history is then computed numerically from equation (i).
1970026410-014
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In applying the above method to the Apollo drogue parachutes, the
drogue temperature was calculated for the least dense ribbon, the _erti-
cal 70-1b nylon tape with a width of 5/8 inch (see fig. 7). For the
Reynolds number of range of interest, approximately l05, the Nusselt num-
ber _'elations are
i
()o o I o,= O.h6 Re and N = 0.i0 ReNuup Udown .
The only trajectory variable influencing the heat transfer is the
descent velocity. The average velocity between ribbons depends upon the
parachute configuration (reefed or disreefed) and the descent velocity.
To calculate this average velocity, it is assumed that the volume of air
swept out by the parachute flows incompressibly through the slots between
the ribbons so that
Vslot = V® (ii)
where Ac is the area of the drogue chute opening and A is the slots
area.
The Apollo drogue parachute is deployed 16 seconds after abort ini-
tiation and is disreefed at 24 seconds. Obviously, the area swept out by
the parachute increases from the reefed to the dlsreefed configuration;
therefore, the average velocity and the cooling rate increase after dis-
reefing. The area of openings between the ribbons is 42.8 f_2. The area
' swept out by the reefed parachute is 25.1 ft2, while the area swept out
by the disreefed parachute is 72.5 ft2. The result is that reefed
Vslot = 0.586 V® and fully.open Vslot = 1.7 V®, which results in a sub-
stantial coo]iag rate increase after disreefing. The free stream veloc-
ity V® is decreased somewhat after disreefing; however, the net effect
is still incressed cooling rate.
_ • i i
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FIREBALL ESTIMATE
The heating term Q in equation (i) must be estimated for the par-
ticular booster involved. Heating rates generated by a Saturn V booster
have been estimated semiempirically from observations of other booster
explosions (ref. 3). Figure 8, which was developed in reference 3, il-
lustrates the peak heating rate as a function of distance for three dif-
• ferent fireball surface temperatures. A surface temperature of 2500° F
"" • was used in the present study. An estimate of the time dependence of the
_ peak heating at any location is given in figure 9 and is based on extrap-
olation of similar data for the explosion of smaller boosters. It should
.: be emphasized that this is a very approximate representation of the
booster heat pulse.
_i After completion of the present analysis, a more rigorous study of
Saturn V fireball characteristics was presented in references 4 and 5.
_ The local beating rates of figure 8 are somewhat higher" and the pulse du-
_ ration of figure 9 is longer than similar predictions in the above refer-
_::: enced studies. Therefore, the estimates of heat load to the parachutes
_: generated by an exploding Saturn V used in this report are somewhat
__ higher than would be predicted by the analysis of references 4 and 5.
_: APPLICATION OF THE ANALYSIS TO AN APOLLO ABORT
_
_, The results of the foregoing analysis have been programed for digi-
_.
_!_ tal computer solution. To illustrate the utility of the analysis in
studying a problem of practical interest, the techniques were applied to
_, the determination of temperature histories fcr several Apollo abort sit-
_ uations. The boundary-condition temperatures used for this analysis are:
_ ambient air temperature Ta = 100 ° F; radiation source temperature to the
_i atmosphere T = 0° R; and radiation source temperature of the groundsa
T = 100 ° F. While it is difficult to obtain general conclusions about
sg
the heating and cooling of parachutes from examining results for a spe-
ciflc problem, it is instructive to observe the parachute temperature
histories and interpret certain trends in the data in terms of the phys-
ical parameters involved.
Trajectory Parameters
Prior to discussing the actual results for Apollo abort situations,
the parameters determining and describing the various abort trajectories
will be discussed.
i
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Several factors influence the trajectory of the command module
during an abort situation and certain combinations of these factors de-
fine limiting trajectories which are pertinent to this study. The fac-
tors are wind magnitude and direction, initial pitch and pitch rate of
the launch vehicle, location of the command module center of gravity, and
the alinement of the thrust of the launch escape system rockets. Nominal
conditions would correspond to no wind, no initial pitch or pitch rate of •
the launch vehicle, and no deviation from nominal values for the location
of the command module center of gravity and the alinement of the escape
rockets. The term "uprange" is used to refer te unfavorable conditions
or values of any of the above parameters which would result in an abort
trajectory with a landing point closer to the pad than the landing point
for a nominal trajectory. "Downrange" refers to trajectories with land-
ing points further from the pad than nominal.
The following trajectories were analyzed in the present study:
1. All conditions nominal except winds which were maximum allowable
with a velocity of 37.5 fps opposing the flight of the vehicle.
2. All conditions nominal except winds as in 1 above and maximum
allowable unfavorable launch escape vehicle thrust misalinement.
i
3. Initial pitch of -5° and an initial pitch rate of -1° per sec-
• ond, with maximum unfavorable winds. These initial values are the Apollo
emergency destruct system limits; sever, the conditions do not corre-
spond to a currently defined Saturn V failure on the pad. However, the
above initial conditions are possible for a Saturn IB pad abort. Because
all possible failure modes for the Saturn V were not finalized at the
time of this calculation, this case is included to illustrate potential
problems for off-nominal trajectories.
4. Abort from a nominal Saturn booster in flight at an altitude of
791 feet, with maximum unfavorable winds and maximum allowable launch es-
cape vehicle thrust misalinement. At higher abort altitudes, the launch
escape vehicle would always be further away from a nominal booster,
therefore less affected by potential booster explosion.
For presentation of results, trajectories will be identifi _ as l,
2, 3, or 4, corresponding to the above conditions.
Results and Discussion
The results of calculations for representative Apollo abort trajec-
tories are presented in figures i0 to 23.
o
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Figure i0 illustrates the trajectory for an abort from a static
booster by a nominal Apollo launch escape vehicle (trajectory i). Fig-
ure ii is a typical parachute temperature history for this trajectory. It
is of interest to interpret certain trends in the data in light of the
physical parameters involved. Since the explosion time is at t = 5 sec,
c
both the tape and the sail material cool from their assumed initial tem-
peratures of I00 ° F to approximately ambient temperature. When heating
begins at tc = 5 sec, the temperatures begin to rise with the tape lag-
. ging because of its greater thickness. At t = i0 sec the opening proc-c
ess begins and the sail material experiences the additional cooling
effect due to flow through the nylon. The tape temperature continues to
_ rise at 12.5 seconds while the parachute is in steady descent and the
_, heat pulse from the booster is constant. The slight increase in sail
material temperature is due to wind drift in the direction of the launch
pad. The slight decrease in temperature Just before landing occurs be-
:_ cause the heat pulse is beginning to decay from its peak value. The
_ tape, without the benefit of cooling due to normal flow, continues to
increase in temperature. The spacecraft and its parachutes reach the
ground at t = 24 sec. The results_ shown in figure I0, indicate that
_ the parachute temperature remains well below the maximum allowable tem-
peratures for the Apollo main parachutes of 300° F for a two-parachute
._ descent, and 400 ° F for a three-parachute descent established in refer-
'_,-/ ence 6.
q: Figure 12 illustrates the effect of explosion time on the maximum
_i temperature experienced by the parachute. The calculation indicates thatfor the nominal abort trajectory (fig. i0) there are no explosion times
•_:: which result in tape temperatures above 296 ° F and sail temperatures
_ above 178° F, both below the m_ximum allowable temperature. Since time
_ is measured from parachute deployment, negative times indicate explosLons
_:_ prior to deployment. It should be emphasized that this curve is not a
_' temperature history but a representation of the maximam temperature asso-
,;; ciated with the temperature history for a given time of explosion.
Figure 13 is a drogue temperature history for the nominal abort tra-
Jectory with a booster explosion 15 seconds after abort (12.7 seconds
before main parachute deployment). The parachute begins to cool at de-
ployment, but the temperature increases toward a maximum of 104 ° F as the
heat pulse increases. At disreefing there is a substantial increase in
the cooling and an accompanying decrease in temperature due to the higher
velocity between the ribbons as previously discussed.
_i Figures 14 and 15 are the trajectory and temperature history, re-
' spectively, for a pad abort from a static booster with maximum allowable
_ unfavorable thrust alinement of the launch escape rockets (trajectory 2).
i
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The booster was assumed to explode at parachute deployment {tC = 0).\ /
This particular explosion time resulted in the maximum parachute temper-
atures for the trajectory. The tape reached 318° F while the sail
reached 210° F. Figure 15 indicates trends similar to those noted in
figure ii. The decline in the temperatures at 18 seconds is due to the
decay in the booster heat pulse. This decline occurred earlier than in
trajectory 1 because the booster was assumed to explode 5 seconds ear-
lier.
Figure 16 represents the trajectory for an uprange pad abort with
an initial angular rate of -1° per second and an initial pitch of -5°
(trajectory 3). This trajectory is included to illustrate the possibil-
ity of parachute failure for a postulated off-nominal trajectory. For
this trajectory, figure lT shows that for certain explosion times, namely
any time after 7 seconds prior to deployment, the tape temperat1_e ex-
ceeds the limit of 400° F. If this trajectory corresponded to a defined
failure, a possible solution would be to purposely explode the booster as
soon after abort initiation as possible so that the majority of the radi-
ant heat pulse would be spent prior to main parachute deployment. The
high temperatures obtained for this trajectory were a direct result of
the relatively low range between the parachutes and the booster. The ef-
fect on the drogue parachutes of an early booster detonation must be de-
termined. Figure 18 illustrates the drogue temperature history for the
slow-divergence uprange abort with a booster explosion 20 seconds after
abort initiation. The maximum temperature of drogue chute is shown to
be 106 ° F. This explosion time is sufficiently _arly (Z6 seconds before
main chute deployment) to prevent main parachute failure.
All the previously discussed cases are based on the assumption that
: the booster explosion occurred on the launch pad. There is a possibility
of an abort condition such that the booster will explode in flight. The
computer program developed in this study can account for the explosion of
a moving booster if its trajectory is known. Figures 19 and 20 present
respectively the trajectory and temperature history for an abort from a
moving booster (trajectory 4). The abort was assumed to occur from a
nominal Saturn V launch vehicle at an altitude of 791 feet and the launch
vehicle was assumed to explode 30 seconds after lift-off. The maximum
parachute temperature calculated for this case was 145° F.
As previously stated, it is difficult to generalize the results of
these calculations because of the many variables involved. However,
there is one conservative generalization that can be made; the analysis
can be used to define a distance of closest safe approach such that there
will be no failure if during any given trajectory the booster and space-
craft are never closer than this critical distance.
m
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The calculation was performed by fixing the distance from the ex-
plosion to the parachute at a constant value. The history of the de-
scent velocity was then specified to correspond to that of a nominal
abort. For each fixed distance, the booster explosion time was varied to
/ determine the maximum possible parachute temperature for that distance.
These data are presented in figures 21 and 22 for ranges of 2500, 3000,
_ " 3500, and 4000 feet. The maximum temperature versus distance for the
_ tape and the sail material can then be p.lotted (see fig. 23). For a max-
imum allowable temperature of 400° F, the distance of closest approach is
• 3850 feet. This means that if during the abort, the parachute w_re al-
ways 3850 feet or more from the booster, the temperature would never
exceed h00° F, regardless of the time of explosion. For a maximum allow-
able temperature of 300° F, the critical distance is 4900 feet.
It should be emphasized that this approach is conservative and
should be used only when no trajectory data are available for actual cal-
culation of temperature histories. The degree of conservatism inherent
in this approximation may be assessed by considering the results for tra-
Jectories i, 2, and 3.
Minimum Maximum Maximum
Trajectory range, sail temp., Sail temp., tape temp., Tape temp.,ft OF OF OF OF
(a) (b) (c) (b) (c)
i h550 178 210 296 325
2 3800 208 255 318 405
3 2h50 h35 h80 650 ---
aAfter deployment.
bBased on actual trajectory.
_ CAt constant minimum range.
CONCLUSIONS
A method has been developed for applying standard heat transfer
- techniques to the analysis of the cooling mechanisms associated with
parachutes.
The method has been applied to the study of a particular problem,
namely the abort of an Apollo spacecraft in the presence of a Saturn V
booster explosion. Based on fireball characteristics determined in a
|
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previous study, no Apollo parachute failures from heating from _ booster
explosion are predicted for nominal abort conditions or for maximum al-
lowable unfavorable thrust alinement of the launch escape vehicle.
If other abort modes are defined in the future for which a parachute
failure would be predicted, a possible solution is forced detonation of
the booster early enough that the radiant heat pulse will be spent prior
to parachute deployment.
A conservative minimum distance of approach is presented which can m
be used to evaluate abort safety in cases for which trajectory informa-
tion is not available. Using the assumed clmracteristics of a Saturn V
explosion, this distance for an Apollo abort is 3850 feet for a maximum
allowable parachute temperature of 400° F.
w .
The computer program which has been developed _s capable of com-
.: puting temperature histories of the parachutes for any other possible
i trajectories and can be applied to improved estimates for fireball char-"4
'_i acteristics as they become available.
)
, i)
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APPENDIX
DETERMINATION OF THE EQUIVALENT NORMAL FILM COEFFICIENT
FOR AIRFLOW THROUGH THE PARACHUTE
;',_' Determination of the convective cooling due to airflow through par-
• achute material requires the determination of a representative normal
film heat transfer coefficient corresponding to the conditions of descent
_i after an abort. For the purposes of this analysis, McDonnell AircraftCorporation's unpublished parachute simulation te_t data were used in
conjunction with a transient heat transfer digital computer program
(THTB) to find an effective normal film coefficient• This normal heat
transfer coefficient was found to be a function of parachute surface tem-
perature. The analysis used test parameters of inittal and final para-
chute temperatures, heating rates, and time to determine the normal film
coefficient which satisfied the test boundary conditions• A computer
simulation considered both transient radiation interchange to the test
chamber and normal film cooling through the parachute material.
The test results used for the normal flow film coefficient deter-
mination were based on unstitched, nonshock-loaded, 1.1-ounce per square
yard nylon cloth with normal airflow through the material corresponding
to 0.11 inches st H20 pressure drop across the parachute material. This
pressure drop corresponds to that experienced by both the Apollo and
Gemini launch escape system parachutes during steady descent. The mate-
rial tested is the same u the parachute sail material for both space-
craft.
Description of McDonnell Test and Results
; Tests were performed at McDonnell Aircraft Corporation to determine
_ if specimens of personnel parachute canopy material would fail vhen sub-
Jected to simulated incident heat flux which would be encountered should
• a catastrophic .booster failure occur during a Gemini launch. The para-
chute canopy spe:cimens were MIL-C-7020D, type 1, 1.1-ounce per square
yard nylon cloth, natural color, and international orange.
The temt apparatus consisted of a horizontal radiant heat source and
an air supply for simulation of natural airflow through the spactmens.
The heat source was a cylindrical cavity, the walls of which were induc-
tivelj heated to approximately 2.500 ° F. The airflow through the materi-
al was equal to that experienced by the parachute during a sea level
stea_7-state deace,.t. ]1o tangential airflow was simulated in the test.
t
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The three levels of incident heat flux simulated for the flow con-
" ditions were 8.2, 6.85, and 5.6 Btu/ft2/sec. For a given heat flux in-
tensity, the threshold failure point (defined as the fi_t visible
evidence of fiber degradation) was determined by varying the exposure
time.
The results from the McDonnell tests for the forced airflow cases
are shown in figures 24 and 25. Figure 24 presents total incident heat
as a function of exposure time required to visibly damage the parachute
canopy material. This curve may be used to determine the absorptivity •
I of the nylon parachute material by extrapolating to the _ero exposure
time intercept. This intercept may be interpreted as the total incident
:| heat required to raise the temperature to 482 ° F (inception of melting)
i! if there were no cooling losses. This metho _- of determining the total
incident heat with no losses is valid sin_.e the heat losses from tile
material by radiation and convection will be a small percentage of the
_ total incident heat for very short exposure times. Based on thi_ ap-
proach, it was found that a total incident heat of 7.33 Etu will
visibly damage the parachute material if there are no losses. Using ref-
-,:, ,._ erence 7, the specific heat was determined to be 0.55 Btu/lb/°F at the
/._,)..' average test temperature of 281° F. This value for specific heat re-
sulted in an absorptivity of 0.23.
'-:"_" Application of Test Results to Determine Normal Film CoeffAcient
": In order to establish the normal film coefficient as a function of
i'! parachute temperature, a transient heat transfer digital c_nputer pro-
_. gram wa_ used to simulate the McDonnell test couditions. The following
"_.... conditions were used in the thermal simulative:
' :, : a. Initial temperature _ 80 ° F
• b. Visible damage temperature • k82 ° F
c. Air temperature = i00 ° F
d. Sink temperature • 80° F
e. Material • MIL-C-7020D tFpe l, 1.1-oz4"d 2 n_lon cloth
f. Reradiation interchange fr(m one side of cloth
., '" _. EBiselvity of nylon = 0.73
:",_. h. Variable specific heat in accordance with reference h
_:_''::'_"_ t. Absorptivity of nylon = 0.23
9700284 0-028
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Figure 6.- Fully inflated drogue parachutes.
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Six different incident flux levels from the curves of figures 24 and
25 ranging from a 1-second heat pulse at 12.25 Btu/ft2/sec to steady-
state heating at 4.87 Btu/ft2/sec were simulated. The average film co-
efficients required to satisfy these conditions are shown in figure 26.
{ . As can be observed from figure 26, the constant val_es for film coeffi-
_ cients required to satisfy the test results were not the same for each
case. Since it appears reasonable to assume that the pressure and cool-
ant air velocity are invariant from case to case for the test conditions,
" it can be inferred that the temperature dependence of the film coeffi-
cient coupled with different time-temperature profiles for each case
might explain the variable coefficients.
In attempting to obtain a correlation of normal film coefficient
with temperature, a weighted average temperature was determined for each
of the simulation cases considered. The average temperature used for
each case was obtained by integrating the average temperature over the
exposure time as shown in figure 27. The resulting dependence of normal
film coefficient on average parachute temperature is shown in figure 28.
Results and Discussion
To determine the validity of the curves of figure 28 relative to the
test data, the McDonnell test parameters were simulated on the THTB pro-
gram using the linear normal film coefficient as a function of parachute
temperature. For each time step, the program averaged the parachute tem-
perature at the beginning and end of the time step to determine an aver-
age temperature for entry into the film coefficient tables in the program.
Comparison of these results are shown below:
Response time for melting (482° F),
Incident flux, sec
Btu/ft2/sec Test results THTB results
12.25 I.i 0.9
• 8.2 2.2 1.83
5.97 7.o 4.8
5.60 10.9 6.17
In all cases using the variable film coefficient, conservative re-
suits were obtaine_ in that the time to reach the parachute melting tem-
perature was less than the test exposure time. The predictions were in
better agreement with the test results at the shorter _est times since
the temperature response at higher flux levels is more linear with time.
m_
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The temperatures referred to in figure 27 are parachute skin temper-
atures rather than an average of the parachute and ai, temperatures,
which are more commonly used when correlating film coefficients. Since
the air temperature is assumed constant throughout the tests, no diffi-
culties are introduced by correlating the film coefficient with the
average parachute temperature. This factor should be taken into consid-
eration, however, if the film coefficient is used for other than i00 ° F
air temperature. For a more general use of the normal film coefficient,
a curve of film coefficient versus average fluid/material temperature is
included in figure 28.
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Figure 14.- Pad abort trajectory wlth maximum allowable LEV thrust misaline-
ment an_ maximum unfavorable wlnds.
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Figure i6.- Trajectory for slow divergence uprange
pad abort. Angular rate -l°/sec, pitch -5°.
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Figure 19.- Abort trajectory from & nominal 8-V for maximum allowable unfavorable
LEV thrust misalinement.
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FiKure 20.- Parachute teBper&ture history for movi_ booster. Abort altitude
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